“

The 5 hours I spent
with my son were, without
question, the best time I
have spent with him in recent
memory. The experienced
instructors took us through
all the steps necessary to get
the most response out of a
car in emergency situations.”

SKID SCHOOL HISTORY
Stevens Advanced Driver Training was
established in 1979 to train police,
EMTs, and municipal and corporate
employees. In the late 1990’s, founder
Sandy Stevens expanded Skid School
to include new drivers. Skid School was
written into Massachusetts law in 2006
(Mass. 540 CMR 23.01) and has trained
over 6,000 new drivers.

—Douglas R. Scott, MD
Gilford, NH

STEVENS ADVANCED
DRIVER TRAINING,
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THE PROBLEM

WHAT HAPPENS AT SKID SCHOOL?

Studies show that most teen crashes
are caused not by some willful
form of bad behavior, but by pure
inexperience. We are not doing
enough as a society to prepare our
most accident-prone drivers for a life
on the road.

At Skid School, we use only our cars for training. You will learn:
Hands-on drills:
• Emergency braking
• Controlled linked turns
• Emergency lane change with brakes
• Dangers of tailgating

And between drills we will discuss:
• Tire care
• Black ice and hydroplaning
• Basic vehicle dynamics
• Backing up, mirrors and blind spots
• Distracted driving

SKID SCHOOL DATES: We offer

programs open to any driver,
including permitted drivers, on
selected Sundays year round. The
schedule and registration can be
found at skidschool.us.

THE ANSWER
More training! Teens are told how
to react in emergency situations, but
never actually taught.
At Skid School, your teen will be
taught driving skills on a safe, closed
course with an instructor in the car
at all times. This unique course will
give them the opportunity to practice
real-life avoidance scenarios over and
over at highway speeds in our cars.
Skid School gives new drivers the
car control skills and confidence they
need to avoid crashes as well as a new
respect for the danger and potential
consequences of a loss of control.

Weekday programs for other groups such as
high schools, police and fire departments,
municipalities and companies with fleets can
be arranged. Call (603) 493-4831 or email
skidschool2018@gmail.com.

LOCATION: Hawthorne-Feather
Airpark, Deering, NH

COST: $300 per participant for
our half-day program
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A three-year study* on 150 Skid
School–trained new drivers shows
that our drivers crashed at less than
half the rate of their peers. That’s
because our students practice
handling highway-speed emergencies
like panic stops, sudden swerves
and emergency lane changes in cars
equipped with antilock brakes and
electronic stability control.
*Conducted by the Justice Research Center in
Montpelier, VT.

